Modeling and simulation play an important role in the development of Hall thrusters by providing faster and more cost-effective means of characterization, as opposed to using experimental measurements alone. While the hybrid-PIC approach has been well established for the past two decades, new thruster designs require updates in the computational models. Specifically, the quasi-1D fluid electron model places significant limitations on the simulation, and this study focuses on the development of a 2D-axisymmetric electron model. First, the potential solver is verified by proving current conservation for all seven test cases. Next, the model is benchmarked against a quasi-1D model to evaluate discharge current, plasma potential, axial electric field, global Joule heating, and Joule heating power density. For the three channel test cases with a purely radial electric field the domain is the most similar to the quasi-1D domain, and we see the best agreement with the quasi-1D results. The difference in electron current is less than 1%, and good qualitative agreement is observed for the plasma potential, axial electric field and Joule heating power density. For the three channel test cases with a curved magnetic field we observe a difference in discharge current of less than 10%, while for the plume case the current is 70% higher than in the quasi-1D prediction, due to the location and geometry of the boundary conditions. Finally, the effects of Joule heating are investigated, and high sensitivity to the electron collision frequency and magnetic field is observed. While the present work highlights the latest developments of a complete standalone 2D model for electrons, ongoing work is focused on coupling this model with a heavy species solver in a hybrid framework.
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I. Introduction
Hall effect thrusters (HETs) have a long history of over five decades of development and use on spacecraft for stationkeeping and orbit-raising. While experimental testing is crucial for flight qualification and scientific investigations, it is expensive, and in some aspects limited. A complementary tool that helps characterize Hall thrusters is modeling and simulation.
The hybrid-particle-in-cell (hybrid-PIC) framework HPHall-3 has been used to model many thrusters, and is considered a standard for simulation. It was developed by Fife 1 and updated several times 2−5 . The heavy species physics is resolved using particles, which ensures that non-Maxwellian velocity distribution functions (VDFs) may be captured. Although PIC produces noisy number density results compared to a fluid model 5 , the number of simulation macro particles may be increased to improve the resolution. An advantage of the PIC solver is the ability of HPHall to capture the breathing mode oscillations that occur in HETs 6 . Due to the small mass of electrons, the computational costs may become prohibitively expensive if they are modeled as particles, thus a fluid approach is used in an effort to reduce computational time. In addition, the thermalized potential approximation is employed to further reduce the dimensionality of the problem. The electron temperature is assumed constant along the magnetic field lines, and this forms the basis of the quasi-1D electron model. However, this approach is inadequate for modeling more complicated magnetic field topologies, as seen in magnetically shielded HETs 7 or nested channel devices 8, 9 .
Therefore, a 2D axisymmetric electron model is developed to replace the quasi-1D model that is currently used in HPHall. The physical model is described in Section II: first the potential equation in Section A, followed by a presentation of the energy conservation equation in Section B, and the numerical implementation is described in Section C. A first comparison with the quasi-1D model was presented in a previous study 10 , where results from two test cases and two thrusters were evaluated, and in the present work we show further verification and benchmarking of the model while also describing the new capabilities which include simulating the plume, and the addition of an energy equation solver. The new test cases are described in Section III, and the results are discussed in Section IV. Section V summarizes the conclusions of this study. Finally, Section VI describes the future development of the model, and its application to study HETs.
II. Physical Model
The goal is to model the momentum (Section A) and energy (Section B) conservation for electrons in a fluid formulation. In order to simplify the equations in the upcoming sections we introduce four coefficients in Eqs. 2-5, based on the electron mobility (Eq. 1) and magnetic field. µ = e m e ν e (1)
A. Potential
Following a similar procedure as Geng 11 and Koo, 12 we start with the Generalized Ohm's Law. Considering the electron fluxes by components, we may write Eq. 6 for the axial flux, and Eq. 7 for the radial flux. Γ e,z = n e µ zz E z + n e µ zr E r + µ zz ∂p ∂z + µ zr ∂p ∂r
Γ e,r = n e µ rz E z + n e µ rr E r + µ rz ∂p ∂z + µ rr ∂p ∂r
Further considering charge conservation, and assuming quasi neutrality, we arrive at the governing equation for plasma potential: 
where e is the elementary charge, n e is the electron number density, T e is the electron temperature, E is the electric field j e is the electron current density, κ e is the electron thermal conductivity tensor,ṅ s is the electron impact-ionization rate for species s, s is the ionization potential of species s and Q T e is the electron thermal heat-exchange term 14 defined in Eq. 11.
kT e e − kT s e
where ν es is the collision frequency between electrons and species s.
For the initial implementation we neglect the collision and ionization terms, and expand all other terms. 
C. Numerical Implementation A flowchart of the electron model is shown in Fig. 1 . The first box shows the inputs: the thruster magnetic field, which is constant in time, the electron mobility, and the electron number density which due to the quasi-neutrality assumption is derived from a heavy-species calculation. Next an initial guess is made for the electron temperature. For the present work, these values are HPHall time-averaged results. The potential solver algorithm is then applied to compute the plasma potential, electric field and electron current density. These values are then used in the temperature solver. If the number of maximum electron timesteps (N e ) is reached, then the plasma potential, electric field, electron current density and electron temperature are output. Otherwise, the process is repeated with the new value of electron temperature. The physical equations described in Section II are discretized using a conservative 9-point finite-difference scheme. This guarantees that the cross-term derivatives (
∂z ) are also included in the computation, and not frozen as in previous models 11 . The stencil requires information from eight neighbors to compute the potential value at the center point. Both plasma potential and electron temperature are computed at the cell center, however, some of the coefficient values are needed on the grid interfaces, which requires the use of staggered grids.
Since the electron inertia is neglected from the start of the theoretical development in the momentum equation, there is no time dependence for the potential solver, so the numerical problem is elliptic, and we are only concerned with a two dimensional spatial discretization. Considering the assumption of Hall thruster axial symmetry, and the handling of derivatives in cylindrical coordinates, the azimuthal direction is implicitly accounted for. However, the energy equation must be discretized in both time and space. A semi-implicit Forward-Euler scheme is used for time-integration where the conduction term is computed at the future time-step. In order to evaluate the new 2D electron model, a series of test cases are prepared. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of each of the seven cases: the first six cases only focus on the thruster channel, and they were developed to reduce differences between the 2D electron model and the HPHall simulation that may be due to mesh or boundary condition handling, in particular the implementation of the cathode line from HPHall 10 . The seventh test case includes the thruster plume. The first three test cases have a zero axial component of the magnetic field, while the final four have a curved magnetic field with both axial and radial nonzero magnetic field components. For the thruster channel cases (1-6) three magnetic field magnitudes are tested: a nominal case (low), an intermediate case, and a high value case (approximately double the value of the low field case, when comparing magnitudes at the location of maximum field strength). The magnetic field topologies are shown in Figure 2 . Notice that for the plume case the curvature of the magnetic field is reversed in the plume.
III. Setup for Test Cases
The plasma potential boundary conditions for the channel and plume test cases are shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The anode boundary is a Dirichlet condition where the potential is set to 300 V, while for the cathode, the value is set to 0 V. The walls, thruster pole pieces, as well as north and south plume boundaries use a dielectric boundary condition for plasma potential. Through this boundary condition we ensure that the electron current equals the ion current at the wall, in the normal direction.
For electron temperature, the anode and cathode use Dirichlet conditions, with values of 2 eV and 20 eV, respectively, which are chosen based on time-averaged HPHall results for electron temperature. For the walls, a Neumann type condition is implemented, and the temperature flux is set to zero in the normal direction. No special considerations are included for the tangential direction.
IV. Results and Discussion
The test cases described in Section III are used to verify the model implementation. As shown in the algorithm flowchart from Fig. 1 , the plasma potential solver requires input values of magnetic field, electron mobility, number density and temperature. In order to obtain these values, we first prepare a set of HPHall simulations, and use the time-averaged output data as inputs for the 2D electron model. The HPHall simulation data serves a dual purpose: it is also used for comparison with values computed by the 2D electron model. All results shown from the 2D electron model are obtained after a single electron timestep.
Before comparing the 2D and quasi-1D electron models, it is important to understand the difference between the two domains, and thus we present the spatial distribution of Hall parameter for Case 4 in Figure 4 . We observe null values of Hall parameter near the cathode, where we would expect to see a maximum. The Joule heating computation is sensitive to the values of the electron collision frequency and the magnetic field, and based on the plots of Hall parameter, in the region of the domain where the magnetic field dominates, HPHall does not include the appropriate terms in the quasi-1D computational domain. While within the 2D model we compute the electron collision frequency for the regions omitted by the quasi-1D domain, other parameters such as the initial value of electron temperature may be responsible for significant differences between the two models. 
A. Electron Current
The first step for model verification is the computation of the electron current at the anode and cathode. These values are calculated by integrating the electron current density radially at the anode and cathode locations. In Table 2 we observe that in all five test cases the electron current is conserved through the domain. While for simulation results we typically report data with three significant digits, in the present case the anode and cathode currents were identical up to the fourth decimal place, suggesting that maximum losses due to the finite discretization are only 0.00049%. Next we compare the current computed from the 2D electron model with the time-averaged discharge current that was output from HPHall. The values match to within 1% for cases 1, 2 and 3. For the curved cases we observe a larger difference when compared to the quasi-1D results, however all values are within 10%: 1.4%, 5% and 8.3% for cases 4, 5 and 6 respectively. This discrepancy may be due to the differences observed between the quasi-1D and 2D computational domains. In HPHall the computational domain for electrons lies between the anode and cathode magnetic field lines, however, due to the curvature of the field there will be regions outside the quasi-1D domain that are part of the 2D domain.
Finally, the largest difference (70%) is observed for Case 7. Here the quasi-1D current is significantly lower due to the boundary differences between the two simulations. While in HPHall the mesh extends further into the plume and ends with a curved cathode line, in the 2D model, the straight cathode boundary is encountered further upstream. While in principle the 2D formulation places no restrictions on the size of the computational domain, and how far it can extend into the plume, at the present development stage of the model there is a practical barrier. Output data from HPHall is used as input for the 2D model therefore the domain of the 2D model must be circumscribed within the quasi-1D domain. This limitation will be eliminated once the 2D electron model is fully integrated within the hybrid framework, however while it is still a standalone model, the domain size remains a limiting factor.
B. Plasma Potential
Next, we consider the plasma potential spatial distribution for Cases 1-6, as shown in Fig. 5 from both the 2D computation (top), and HPHall (bottom). The radial and curved magnetic field cases are shown side-byside for corresponding fields strengths. Good qualitative agreement is observed between the 2D channel test cases and the quasi-1D results. We observe a non-physical decrease of the potential in the HPHall simulation near the anode (the value should be 300 V). A similar problem was encountered in a previous benchmarking effort with HPHall, 10 and it was concluded that it is due to the qusi-1D domain not extending all the way to the anode. In the 2D model the value is imposed exactly at the west cell interface, which is why we notice some differences in the near-anode region. Figure 6 shows the plasma potential distribution for the plume test case. The effects of the dielectric boundary condition are visible in the near-field plume where a larger plasma potential value is maintained in the 2D model output than in the quasi-1D result. Since we are using input data from HPHall, the size of the 2D model domain is limited to the quasi-1D domain. A larger plume domain may provide a larger radial distance for the plasma potential to diffuse, which may lead to a more rapid decrease, similar to what we are seeing in the HPHall output. In the following sections we will only focus on the channel test cases, leaving the plume analysis for future work.
C. Axial Electric Field
The axial electric field is responsible for accelerating the ions in a HET, thus having the largest contribution in thrust production. In Figure 7 we show spatial distributions of the axial electric field for the channel cases (1-6). When comparing to HPHall, we observe good agreement inside the thruster channel for all test cases, except for the cathode region. This is the area of maximum electric field, and due to differences between the quasi-1D and 2D domain size we observe large differences in the electric field in this region.
D. Joule Heating
Due to the limitations explained above regarding the domain size and the need to use HPHall data for an input, the electron temperature solver is first tested only in the channel region. Since the electric fields and electron current densities are high within the thruster channel, we expect that the Joule heating term E · j e will play a significant role in the energy equation, so we focus on this term.
A global value of Joule heating power is computed by integrating Eq. 13 in cylindrical coordinates, as shown in Fig. 8 to obtain Eq. 14. In Table 3 both the 2D electron model, and the quasi-1D model in HPHall, while Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of Joule heating power density (Watts per meter cubed).
We note here that in HPHall there is a single computational dimension, and j e,r and j e,z are computed by projecting the normal electron current onto the axial and radial coordinate system, as shown in Eq. 16.
However, in the 2D model we compute the current in each direction from the electron flux expressions presented earlier in Eq. 6 and 7:
j e,r = −e · Γ e,r
Thus, for the purely radial cases, in HPHall we observe a null radial electron current, while the 2D code will provide a nonzero value. This fundamental difference is responsible for the discrepancies observed in the Joule heating values for Cases 1, 2 and 3.
The values of Joule heating are within an order of magnitude of the discharge power for all cases. We observe closer agreement between the 2D model and HPHall for the cases with a purely radial magnetic field, than those with a curved topology. Thus, for Case 1 we obtain a value that is 39% higher than the quasi-1D value, for Case 2 the 2D result is 17% higher and for Case 3 the 2D model gives a global Joule heating value that is 7.8% lower than the quasi-1D output from HPHall. Good qualitative agreement is also observed for the radial magnetic field cases in the heating power density spatial distributions computed with the 2D model and quasi-1D models, as shown in Fig. 9(a) , Fig. 9 (c) and Fig. 9 (e). We observe cooling near the anode region, and heating in the rest of the domain. The largest values of heating power density are seen in the ionization region. Case 3 shows a negative value in the SE corner, while the quasi-1D model does not, however this region is outside the quasi-1D domain, making it difficult to compare results for this portion of the domain.
Meanwhile, the 2D model produces significantly different Joule heating values for the curved magnetic field cases. In addition to magnitude differences ranging between 1. We observe that as we lower the discharge power (Case 4 -6), the negative regions become smaller. Since the largest effect is seen for Case 4, we perform a grid sensitivity study for this test case. While the HPHall test case was ran on a 51x31 mesh, we interpolate the quasi-1D results to a series of meshes to provide a finer grid input to the 2D model. Figure 10 shows how the mesh refinement is reducing the negative regions near the cathode, and gradually brings the heating power distribution closer to the coarse mesh quasi-1D result ( Fig. 10(f) ). 
V. Conclusion
The latest updates in the development of a 2D axisymmetric electron model were presented. The computational domain has been extended to perform plume simulations, and an energy equation solver was implemented. The standalone 2D electron model was verified, and then benchmarked against a quasi-1D model that was coupled with a PIC code in a hybrid framework (HPHall). The first goal was to verify current conservation by checking the anode and cathode values. Exact current conservation was observed to within three significant figures. Next, the values of electron current were compared to time-averaged results using the quasi-1D solver in HPHall. Three test cases with a purely radial magnetic field matched the quasi-1D discharge current value to within 1%, as expected because the Cartesian mesh aligns identically with the mesh from HPHall, thus allowing for a consistent comparison. For the cases with non-zero axial components of the magnetic field, we observed agreement within less than 10% with HPHall values (between 1.4% and 8.3%). We observe larger discrepancies for the curved field cases that the purely radial cases due to the differences in the quasi-1D and 2D domain for a curved magnetic field, in particular near the cathode, where due to field line curvature the quasi-1D domain neglects several corner cells that are included in the 2D mesh. Lastly, the plume case generated a current that was 70% higher for the 2D model than quasi-1D due to the significant differences in the domain shape, as well as the cathode boundary condition that is imposed along a curved line in the quasi-1D case, versus vertically on the eastern cell interface for the 2D model.
The plasma potential and axial electric field spatial distributions for the channel test cases were presented, and good qualitative agreement was observed when compared to the quasi-1D results. A high value of electric field was observed at the cathode boundary that was not captured by the quasi-1D model, since this region was not included in the quasi-1D domain. The plasma potential distribution for the plume simulation was also presented and while the results are physically reasonable, a consistent comparison with the quasi-1D model can only be performed once the electron model is fully integrated in the hybrid-PIC framework.
Next, the global Joule heating of the thruster and the heating power distribution were investigated. For the purely radial test cases we observed that the 2D model computed global heating values between 39% and 7.8% different than those from HPHall. It is shown that the main reason the results differ is that the quasi-1D model produces a null radial electron current for the cases with a purely radial magnetic field, while the 2D model gives a nonzero value. However, for the cases with a curved magnetic field the values obtained were not physical. It was shown that the difference in geometry between the quasi-1D domain and the 2D Cartesian mesh was responsible for the discrepancies observed, and that the differences are reduced with mesh refinement.
VI. Future Work
The next step is to couple the 2D electron model with a heavy species solver and perform self-consistent simulations of the test cases shown in the present work. Furthermore, mesh refinement studies will be performed to further investigate the region of negative Joule power density that was observed near the cathode.
Additionally, the electron temperature solver may be improved for faster convergence by using a fully implicit method, which would guarantee unconditional stability. And for further improvements, a more sophisticated time integration scheme may be used, than the simple Euler forward differencing scheme that was implemented thus far. Finally, the model will be applied to simulate a nested-channel Hall thruster to study the channel interaction and evaluate the location of the ionization region during single versus multiple channel operation.
